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The meeting was called to order at 3.10 p .m.

AGEWDA ITEM 130: REPORT OF THE PWTRRNATIONAL  LAW COWMISSION ON THE WORK OF ITS
THIRTY-EIGHTH SESSION (continued) (A/41/10, 406, 498)

AGENDA ITEM 125: .DRAFT CODE OFBFFENCES .AGATNST THE PEACE AND SECURITY OF
MAWKIND: .REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL (continued) (A/41/537 and Add.1 and 2)

1. -Mr, MERELY (Mexico) recalled,that  in.previous .discussions of the draft Code
Of .OffenGes against the Peaceiand,.Security  .of Mankind, hisdelegation  had spoken of
the-need for the Code to be limited to:the most serious international offences and
to be sufficiently flexible to allow for.the codification  and definition of new
offences, the need,to provide for -.the.criminal  responsibility  of physical and
juridical.persons.  as well as States, and the nee'd for the Code to provide for the
establishment of.an obligatory~internationalcrimindi  jurisdiction applicable to
both :physical-and.juridicalpersons. For,the current session, his delegation had
sought to go-beyond-those  general considerations  and submit specific proposals.
Its task had been facilitated by-the .excellent fourth report submitted by the
Special Rapporteur (A/CN,4/398,and Corr.l-3),:which  (had gone a long--<way towards
Overcoming the :problems.that..had  become traditional in the 32-year-old debate on
the item.

2. In his delegation's .opinion, there,:was. a gap in the.enumeration  of.the
principles  relating to.the application of the-criminal law in its different areas.
The Special-Rappotteur's  report evaded the question of the application of the
criminal law in both the personal and.material spheres, .and .dealt only with the
application  of the criminal law in time and space.

3. Failure to address the auestion of application in the personal sphere would
lead to inconsistent~and.unaccepkable.results. First, there would be tacit
recognition of the inability.of the purely private individual to carry out acts, in
a strictly private capacity, -that-were materially the same as those classified by
internationallaw as offences ,against.the.peace  .and security.of .mankind. Second,
there would be a-contradiction  in ch&acterizing.such,acts  as criminal .at the
international leveld;while leaving a..possible loophole with respect to their
criminal nature atthe internal level. It would also be inconsistent not to
recognize universality  of jurisdiction-at  the.substantive ;and material level. The
official position of the perpetrator .of an international crime should not
constitute  a protective shield; nor should lack of official capacity constitute a
protective shield for the individual.

4. Although articles 1, 2 and 3 of the..previous draft had been reworded to avoid
the need to.define offences against the peace-and security of mankind and to list
the persons to whom the draft Code applied, it <might .be.neoessary to deal with both
uuestions in the new draft. ,,The,:definitions  of.each specific offence contained in
chapter If.Seesled~tO be limited to the authorities of a State as physical persons
and to individuals,acting  in an official capacity. There remained the question of
the criminal -responsibility of-the State per se. Moreover, euch a limitation gave
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the impression that the individual acting exclusively on his own account was not to
be included among the possible perpetrators of the offences in question. He
pointed out that in Mexican legislation there was no distinction between the
official and purely private capacity of perpetrators of offences against mankind
and international law.

5. The question of the application of the criminal law in the material sphere was
coveted briefly and indirectly in paragraphs 206 and 207 to 212 of the report
(A/CN.4/398), but only in connection with exceptions ta crfmfna1 responsibility.
In paragraph 206 it was stated that the act in question might be in conformity with
or might violate the internal law of the person performAng  the act) in either case,
the problem was one of ‘intetnal  legality”, which was not the concern of the
report. According to paragraph 207, in the case of a conflict between the internal
order and the international order, the latter would prevail. That explained why
article 2 stated that the charactetization of an act as an offence under
international law was independent of the internal order, and why the fact that an
action or omission was or was not prosecuted under internal law did not affect that
chatacterization.

6. With such an approach, the international community appeared to be tolerating
an inconsistency  between international law and internal law, wheteau  the topic
should be considered independently of the geographic location of ite various
components.

7. To accommodate those concerns, which no doubt other delegations shared, his
delegation would like to propose a concrete solution based on the provisions of
article 4 of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment. A second paragraph should be added to draft article 2, to
read:

“All States patties shall ensure that all acts which under this draft Code
constitute offences against the peace ana security of mankind ate
charactetiaed in their criminal legislation eaually and in the same terms as
those provided here for offences by any oetson. The same shall apply to any
attempt to commit such offences and to any act by’any person which constitutes
complicity or participation in uuch offences, in conformity with the
provisions of Part IV of this draft Code.”

Such a formulation would provide an additional legal basis for ptouecuting such
offences by fully embodying the concept of universal jurisdiction.

8. Turning to the auestion of broader disseminatis>n of international law, he said
that his delegation wished to congratulate the Commission  on the seminars and
conferences it had sponsored. Hiu delegation had already stressed the need to
publish the judqmentu and advisory opinions of the International Court of Justice
in official United Nations languages OthQt  than the official Court languages of
English and French. Such a step would contribute to the universal effectiveneus
and broader dissemination of international law, and would be extremely useful to
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the Commission. the Court itself, States, their officials, including diplomats, and
to experts, professors and studenta of international law throughout the world. It
was therefore with the greateet satisfaction that his Government had received the
report of the Joint Inspection  Unit entitled “Publications of the International
Court of Justice” (A/41/591). Hexico gave the report its full and enthusiastic
support and planned to submit a concrete proposal in that connection to the General
Assembly at its next session.

9. The great achievement of the report was ita identification of specific
formulas for the translation and publication of the Court’s judgments and advisory
opinions in the other official United Nations languages without incurring
additional costs. The Inspectors responsible for the report should be commended
for their skill in finding viable alternatives. It would be inexcusable not to
take advantage of the possibility being offered of achieving important objectives
at no additional cost. His delegation therefore hoped that both the Commission and
the General Assembly would urge the Joint Inspection Unit to produce the final
version of its study, spelling out the implications of its recommendations in
specific economic terma, to serve as a basis for the draft resolution which his
delegation wished to submit to the General Assembly at its next session. The draft
resolution would he based on the following recommendations, which would lead to
Bavinga of at leaat 50 per cent of the Court’s actual publication costs: the Court
should consider limiting the number of copies of its judgments puhlished in
French/English. It should aleo consider publishing separate copies in each of
those languages,.according  to needl it should consider publishing a compilation of
all its judgments in paperback edition and in each of the official languages of the
United Nationsr efforts should be made to lover the Court’s printing costs through
competitive bidding procedures and by the utre of new technology in the printing
processr the Court should utilize  the savings generated by the implementation of
certain recommendations to defray the costs of others) as the principal judicial
organ of the world, the Coiitt  uhould  also study how to reach the largest possible
audience for its work!  the Secretary-General should provide necessary measures to
facilitate the translation and printing of the Court’s judgments and advisory
opinions in the other official languages, if so desired by the Court.

10. The Inspectors had provided convincing evidence that the recommendations could
be implemented within current budgetary resources. The proposals were therefore
perfectly compatible with the Organiration’s  effortn towards rationalization.  His
delegation was pleased at the similarity between the ideas expressed in the report
and various Mexican proposals, and would work enthusiastically to have the
recommendations adopted in the interest of the Organisation, all its Members, and a
mote promising future for international law and the administtation  of justice.

11. Mt. Francis (Jamaica) took the Chair.

12. Mr. MOT00  OGISO (Japan) , commenting on the work of the International Law
Commission in general, said that hia delegation valued the crucial role the
Cami~sion played in the international community. Japan had consistently relied on
the treaty-making process jqithin the United Nations, especially that of the
Commission, and would maintain ite fundamental position of relying on legal
mechanisms in the conduct of its foreign relations.
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13. Although the Commission had completed its first reading of the draft articles
on State immunity and on the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic
bag at its thirty-eighth session, lack of time had hampered progress on the
remaining topics. His delegation considered that the Cnmmiesion  should concentrate
its efforts on a few topics at each session.

14. With regard to the future programme of vork, after comments had been received
from Governments, the Commission should first proceed to the second reading of the
above-mentioned draft articles. Secondly, it should expedite its deliberations on
State responsibility and complete the first reading of the draft articles with a
view to re-examining part one as soon ao possible. Thirdly, the Commiaaion should
maintain its traditional 12-veek session in order to make ptogreae in its vork. In
that connection, he suggested that it should seriously consider new methods to
expedite the work of its Drafting Committee.

15. The topic of jurlrdictional immunities of States and their property wan an
important area of international lav, and one in vhich States vece confronted vith
difficult problems. Unified models ahould be adopted aa soon as possible in a
situation in which the existence of tvo schools of thought (absolute immunity
veraus limited immunity) resulted in different State practices.

16. The expanding commercial activities of States had made it necessary to
intcoduCe  rational guidelines regarding the scope of the jurisdictional immunity of
States, in terms of ratlone  personae and ratione materiae. The task of the
Commission was to make a clear dlstinction  between acta jure imperii  and acta jute
gestionia. The draft articles presented by the Cuamisnion  had followed that line
of thought, vith which his delegation concurred.

17. Article 6 on State Immunity watt a key article and deuetved eerioua
consideration  by the Commission. The principles of State immunity should be
clearly laid down  in the draft articles, which must as far as possible reflect
developnents in international law in that area as evidenced in State practicc~ and
judicial proceedings.

18. His delegation concurred basically vith draft articlen  21 to 23, in part IV,
in which it van stipulated that a State enjoyed immunity  from measures of
constraint. That was essentially a different matter from State immunity from
jurisdiction, dealt vith in article 8. He had three epeciCic  commenta to make on
part IV. Firstly, there was a reference in square bracket6 to “property in which
it has a legally protected interest’. The concept of “interest”  vas still not
clearly defined and should be carefully examined in oecond  rea.4ing. Secondly,
draft article 21 (a) contained an element of ambiguity due to the word
“non-governmental ” in square brackets. His delegation was of the view that that
vord should be deleted in second reading. Thirdly, article 2J made no distinction
among the measures  of constraint according to the stage of proceedings. As ntated
in paragraph (3) of the commentary (A/41/10, p. 39), the measures of constraint
mentioned in the article ware not confined to exacution but covered also attachment
and arrest. The rule formulated in part IV wan stated in article 21 ae a general
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rule of immunity from all meaeuree of conatcaint  at any stage of the proceedlnge.
His delegation did not object to that ccnprehenaive approach, but felt that it wan
neceaaary to conaider a situation  in which an interim measure  wae mo vital that
without it the entire proceeding8 could become meaningleas. For example, If a ship
of a coastal State vaa damaged vithin  ita territorial vatera by a ahip owned by
another State and uaed for CoIIMrcial  purpoae~, and a claim vae fileC,  the domestic
court would have to decide vhether  to initiate proceedings without taking eome
interim deaaure of constraint  via-i-vie the ahlp which had caused the damage. He
hoped that due account would be taken of posaible situations of that kind in second
reading.

19. Article 28 on non-discrimination  was a compromise reached after prolonged
debate. Wie delegation could go along with that formulation. In future
deliberations, however, consideration should be given to such auestiona aa how to
evaluate restrictive applications of the provision by the other State concerned.

20. With regard to the draft article8  on the l tatua of the diplomatic courier, him
delegation cecognized the need to find a fair and balanced formulatiOn  Of
article 28 which would be acceptable to all States concerned. Japan intended to
co-operate further towards that end.

21. The Japanese propoaal that a bag believed to contain aomethinq  other than
correspondence, documents OK acticlem referred to in article 25 should be subjected
to examination through electronic or other technical devices had been included in
article 28, paragraph 2. His Government aupported much a procedure, because if the
Or * recourse van to return the bag to ita place of origin, the routine utilization
ot lhe baq would be hindered.

22. With regard to article 33, he noted that the number of Staten which had
acceded to conventlona contalnlnq proviaiona regarding the diplomatic courier and
diplomatic bag varied widely. Reference to the diplomatic baq van different in
esch wnvention. The aim of the draft article8 under consideration  vau to
enthblfsh clear rules governing the diplomatic courier and diplomatic bag. They
VCLC  *ot intended to replace existing provisions, but to complement them. Al though
his delegation understood why the inclusion of an article on optional declarations
had become neceaaary, it believed that the Commission should not complicate the
implementat ion of  the t reaty. It hoped that that fundamental requirement would
again be duly taken into account in second reading.

23. Mt. Jesus (Cape Verde) took the Chair.

24. Mr. BEESLEY  (Canada) said that contemporary lawmaking van a dynamic procees
vhich eouqht to harmonise the intereats of a diverse canmunity  of States. It vau
essential to give due conafderation to the various  claims made, 80 aBi  to arrive at
principlea and rulee correapondlnq to the leqltlmate  expectations of States. The
field of international law van characterized  by flux and change. The COmmi8nion
faced the challenge of brijrqinq about the proqreasise  development of international
law while reconciling the presaure~  for change with the fundamental values  of
atability, certainty, predictability and equity.
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25. The issue of juciadictlonal  immunities of States and their property was of
intereat  to all States, those whose agencies were l nqaged in commercial activities,
am well am those in which suit was brought against foreign trading entitiee.
Moreover, the prevalence of mixed economies in the wo ld meant that moat States
could fit into either category. In seeking to dotecaine  the ciKcumatances  in which
the general rule of the immunity of the State would not be applicable, the Special
Rapporteur  had relied in part upon the developing practice by States Of CeStCiCtive
immunity, aa reflected in Canadian law. Future practice would continue to favour
that basically fair approach in dealings between Qwernmenta and private
individuals or commercial entities. Where much a practice was emerging, the draft
articles should aim to facilitate the process. Canada believed that that
consideration should guide the Commission in its further deliberation6 on the draft
articles.

26. With regard to immunity from execution, Canada believed that come
clarification of the draft articles was necessary. Him delegation took it that the
consent to execution referred to in draft article 22 related merely to the mattera
for which consent vaa required under draft article 21. In other words, under no
circumstances would consent be required for measures of execution in respect of
property in use  or intended for use by a State for commercial purposes, which, ee
provided in article 21 (a), had a connection with the object of the claim.
clarification of that matter was important, because the availability of execution
would determine the reality of any rights against a foreign State. However, it
would be ueeful to know whether the requirement  that property eubject  to execution
mu8t not only be used OK intended for coanercial  purpoaea, but must also have some
connection with the object  of  the claim , vaa really consistent  with the general
approach Of the draft articles. The proposition that a State had no immunity in
respect of ite commercial activities rested on the principle that by engaging in
such activities, the State was actinq  aa if it were a private individual with
commercial intereste  and objectives similar to those of OthOK private individuals.
That cbaracterization could equally be applied to a State’s property. A State
might engage in canmercial activities OK in non-ccmmercial activitiesr  it might
have property intended for commercial activities  and propert not intended for such
uee. If a State had no immunity with r-tgard to any of its cvnunercial activities,
none of its property used or intended for commercial activities should be immune
from execution.

27. The underlying aeeumption  of the doctrine of restrictive immunity was that
foreign States should be treated in the aam way am other entitiee in the
market-place. The right to execute should not be limited to property related to
the particular transaction in ditaputel it should apply to all property in Uee or
intended to be uaed for commercial activities.

28. With regard to article 23, paragraph 1 (c), he noted that the SpaCial
Rapporteur had excluded from the category of prOpetty  “specifically  in use or
intended for use by the State for commercial purposes”, property Of the Central
hank or other monetary aut.hority  of the State which vae in the territory of another
State. It would be interesting to learn why, if such property in the hands of a
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bank OK other wnetary authority van in fact used or intended for use in commercial
activities, it should be iwnune from execution. In that reqard, rubparaqraph (C)
atood in contrast with the OthOK l ubparaqrapba of paragraph 1, vhich baaed the
imunity  of property from execution on the nature OK use Of the property, and not
on the nature Of the institution poaaeaaing the property. The underlying rationale
eOK the absence of immunity from adjudication with reqard to cmmeratal  activities
and of immunity eKOtII execution in the came of property used or intended for use in
cammercial activities, wae that participation in comaercial aotivitiea negated any
justification tot special privileqe  or immunity. Clarification wna needed on why
it vae necessary to make an exemption merely because the property vaa in the hands
of a central bank OK monetary authotity.

29. In his latest report, the Special Rapportour had included provisions for the
settlement of disputes, as was cammon  in multilateral treaties. Such provisions
were desirable and indeed necessary, foe example, in the case of the Conva ntion on
the Law of the Sea, where the apecialized  technical matters involved could not
always be addressed appropriately through the l xiatinq n*n‘haniama  for the
settlement of disputen. Moreover, that Convention had not Jnly provided a met of
rules to be applied by Statea# it had eatabliahed a oaplete rigine  of
interdependent rights and obligationa. It was essential for that r6qlme to have
its own inetitutions  for the settlemant  Of disputes , KOflOCtinq the particular
ChaKaCtOCiOtiCO 0e that cigime. However,  the situation was different in arean
within the traditional category of codification, where the objective vaa merely to
clarify the rights and obligations of States rather than to create a new r&Jime-
In those circumdtancea, the interpretation of the rights and obligationa
established under the new draft articles could readily be left to the existing
mechaniana for the settlement Oe international disputes. New rechanimma should be
entablished when necessary. However, unessential additional and alternative bodies
diminiahed the stature of the existing institutions inrqolved  in the settlement of
disputes, such as the International Court of Justice. The Comniaaion must
CaKOfiIllY coneider whether nev procedures for the settlement of disputes should be
created or whether it sufficed  to remind States of the obligation to settle
disputes peacefully, using existing mechaniame.

30. In the review of the draft articles on the diplomatic courier and the
-Inaccompanied diplomatic bag, consideration must be given to the celationahip Of
the draft articles to the existing conventions on diplomatic and consular
immunities. Furthermore, it must be determined whether the articles provided
greater immunity for the diplomatic COUCiOK than vaa necessary for him to diecharge
his functions properly, and to what extent the articles night impede the proper
functioning of diplomatic relations. Canada noted with pleasure that the Special
Rapporteur had not stipulated  wific dimensj?ne  fOK the diplomatic bag, making it
possible to respond to leqitimate neede am and when they arose, and that he had
maintained the fundamental principle of the inviolability of the diplomatic bag,
including freedom from examination by electronic or other technical devicee. His
delegation wae prepared to see the removal of the square  brackets  in article 28,
paragraph 1. However, am the Special &IppOKteUK  had Kecognired, two conflicting
principles vece at issue: on the one hand, the inviolability of the bag, based on
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the need to protect a fundamental value of diplomatic relations, namely, the
accurity and sanctity of the tranamittal of information betveen a foreign miaaion
and I te home State1 on the other hand, the right of the receiving OK transit State
to protect itself from ahuaea and from harm which could result from the trenamittal
of improper materiala in the diplomatic bag.

31. Canada supported the objective of protecting the receiving or transit State,
and agreed with the Special Rapporteur that the implementation of the principle of
the inviolability of the diplomatic bag should not provide an opportunity for abuse
affecting the interests of the receiving State. Hovever, measures taken to prevent
ahuees  hy the few ehould not interfere vith the legitimate activities of the vast
majority of States which used  the diplomatic bag am intended. The proposal
,:ontaincd in article 28, pacaqraph 2, to extend to diplomatic bags the existing
rule for coneular bags, deserved particular attention.

32. Mr. Francie (Jamaica) resumed the Chair.

33. Mr. CORELL  (Sweden) said that in preparing for the current debate on the
report of the International Law Commi~aion  (A/41/10), hia delegation had wondered
whether the traditional method of dealing with the item MB really efficient.
especially  in the light of the Orqanination*a  constrained budget eituation. The
item wa8 an extremely time-consuming one, involving many lengthy statements to
which Committee members could not alvays give adequate attention. It vaa often
more convenient to ntudy a transcript of a statement than to follow ite delivery.
At the same time, although the statements might cover many paqes, they were not
always detailed in substance and hardly ever comprehensive , so that the Caamlasion
did not always receive the detailed political and legal guidance it vas entitled to
expect .

34. Hie delegation etrongly eupported the propoaala of the Asian-African Legal
Coneultative Committee contained in document A/41/437 and endorsed the Netherlands
propoeal to the effect that comments on the Commission’s report might be supplied
in writing directly to the Commission and distributed  as General Assembly
documents. The advantage of that propsal, which wan applied by the Netherlands in
document A/41/406, wae that the commenta  vould be prepared in the reapective
Capitals eepecially  for the benefit of the Commission,’ a procedure vhich would
facilitate  (I more detailed review within the competent ministries, whose findinqb
could then be aet out in an informal, succinct  and busineselike  manner. HIS
Government proposed to adopt that course with regard to the report of the
COmmis0iOn currently under consideration. In that connection, he also referred to
the statement on the name topic made by Canada on hehalf  of several delegationa,
including hi8 own, at the Committeegs  18th meeting, on 17 October 1986.

35. A alight disadvantage of the method he was propoai g was that it would take
some time to COllOCt  the commenta  of Governmenta and issue them as a United Nations
document. However, hie delegation saw no obetacle  to decidinq on n cloeing  date
fOC  the eubmiasion Of comments, for example, during the month of December.
Individual Governments could also, should they so deaire, circulate their comments
on their own initiative.
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36. Hi8 proposal vaa that a more concentrated and strategic  debate should he held
on the various iaauea dealt with by the Commission and the Sixth Committee in order
to give more guidance on the possihilitiea and prospects of the various items on
the two bodies' respective  agendas. The debate should be held at a time decided
well in advance and concentrated in such a way am to allow members of the
Commiasion, chief legal adviaera and head8 of the legal departments of the foreign
ministries  of Member States to participate in the entire debate. A procedure along
those lines would certainly not mean cancelling the Sixth Committee's debate on the
Commiaaion'a report. On the contrary, it would mean holding a different kind of
debate - a real debate, devoted basically to providing the Commiaaion with
guidelinea 0e a qeneral nature for its fUtUK0  work. Such a debate would be much
more interesting and useful and, at the same time, much ShOKtOK. It would aleo
allou for a general consideration of the work done by the Sixth Committea  and the
Camoiaaion  and the distribution  of issues between them and varioun ad hoc
committeea. vith a viev to achieving maximum efficiency in the work being done in
the legal  field aa a whole.

37. If the nev procedure were introduced , the Commission itself would be able to
make better u8e of the consultation procedures provided for in articles 16,
17 (2) (b) and 21 of its Statute. Member States would reply to queetionnaires and
drafts sent out by the Commiemion. That was particularly important when a Special
Rapporteur had presented his final draft and had requeeted comments from
Governments before a certain deadline. However, if the Commission believed that
the moat productive way of obtaining advice from Governments on a particular ieeue
was a diacuasion in the Sixth Committee, it should, of course, have the right to
euggest that such a discuseton  ehould be held. A debate of that kind, although it
might be detailed and prolonqed, would be limited to a specific iseue of particular
interest to the CommiRaion and might therefore be expected to be of real uue.
Furthermore, concentration on one particular issue would enable delegations to
prepare themselves more thoroughly for the debate and would help Governmente to
compose their delegatione in such a way ae to provide the most qualified expertise.

38. The Commission’s uork of promoting the progreeeive development of
international lav and it.9 codification was bound to be elowr there wan no advantage
in proceeding too hastily and producing documents which offered hut little guidance
to the international ccnmnunity. Indeed, such an approach could well prove
counter-productive. It wae therefore necessary to pinpoint the iesuee with which
the Commiseion  could deal to good effect. The Commieeion  and the Sixth Committee
had a joint responsibility to avoid topics, or parts of topics, which were likely
to cause the Commission to become completely bogged down. In that connection he
remarked that in the past, hie delegation had euppor ted the work being done on
State Keeponeibility, but now,. after many yeare  of endeavour in the Commiseion,  it
had begun to wonder whether there was any chance of a convention on State
reeponsibility  being drafted, adopted and ratified and whether better use might not
be made of the Commieaion'e  reaourcea.

39. Similar argument3 of efficiency should be applied to other iteme on the
Committee’s aqenda. In fact, the work of the Committee and that of the CommiRsion
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could not be considered l epacatoly. The cammitteo l hould avoid plaaing  now itama
on the agoncla  unleoa thara was a fair ahanae of ita work on the l ubjeat leading to
the clarifiaation,  aevelmnt  or l tren9thenin9 of international law. NC thormote,
related a9enda iteaa l hould not be dianuaaed separately , at different tire8 and in
different gtoupa,  but l hould he brought together in cluatara. mat applied,  for
example, to much item8 aa the peaceful settlement of diaputea, the non-uae of forae
and good-nei9h~~urlineaa. Another example waa the draft Code of Offenaea again8t
the Paace and Security of Mankind, whlah clearly had ta be aonaidered tag&her  with
the Coll~aaion’a  report.

40. In paragraph 250 of the report, the Carriaaion  l tatad that at ita thirty-ninth
aaaaion it would conaider tba aueation  of the organisation  of its future work In
the liqht of 9eneral  objectivea and priorities at that time. In the vieu of him
delegation, the Carlaaion at ita next l eaaion ahould concentrate on t.bJ tOpi0 Of
the law of the non-navigational uaea  of international wateraouraea, that king the
item on which pragreaa appeared moat likely in a l hort-term prapective.

41. Another iteu of great importance vaa the draft Cctdo of Offentma againat  the
Peace and Security of nankind. mver, a readirq  of the draft article8 roprodwed
in footnote 84 to the report l u99eated that aone aoncentration  of the Wiseion’m
work on the item uaa neaeaaary in order to make  prcqreaa. The mcop of the draLt
articlea was far too wide for agreement to be reached within a roaaonable tire.
The Carlaaion ahould prepare for a debate on the itam in the Sixth nittea l t
the forty-second aeaaion of the General Aaaambly with the aim of identifying c~loll
ground which could l erw aa a starting-point  for a draft aode. Aa an l xuple, he
remarked that it uould obvioualy ba fruitleaa to ambark  on a diacuaaion of uhother
environmental question8 fell within the acopa of offences against tha paaC?@ ad
BeCUrity  of mankind before  rewlving the iaauea falling within  the narrouer
framework of the Judgement  of the W(lremberg  hibunal.

42. With regard to the two moat adoancod aubjocta on the CLiaaion’a  agenda,
namely, juriadictionel  irunitiea  of States and their  property and l tatua of the
diplomatic courier and the diplautic  h9 not accapanied by diplarrtia  caurler,  ho
congratulated the Carlaaion, it8 Chairman and the Spacfal  itapporteura  on the
prograaa made end endoraad the Carriaaion’a  deaiaion to transmit the draft l rticloa
to Governunta for crnta and obaervationa by 1 January 1988. In future, aftor
completing  the first reading of a draft , the miaaion l i9ht perhaps prepare a
comprehensive document containing the text ma adopted. Such a documant wuld
greatly fecilitate wrk at the national lewe1 , uhere the propomal  right have to be
aent to a considerable  number of agenciaa and organisatlona  for their  apinion.  At
pceaent, the necessary vock of campflation had to be done in each llrkr State,
uhich hardly seemed  an efficient mathod.

43. Hi8 delegation aau little  point in devoting a conmiderable  amount of tha
Committee’8 time to diacuaaing  the tw topics at the current aeaaian.  lBe boat my
in which the Coarittee  could help to improve the efficiency of tbr adminlatrative
and financial ftrnctloning of the United Natlona was by Pollouing  the procdure  of
eutmittlng written ccrranta  and obeervationa  by a certain date. In fast, he would
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90 so far as to auggeet  that a Committee debate on any topic on which the
Comiaaion  had adopted a full set of draft articles in first reading should be
banned pending the submission of written ccmmente within the time-limit set by the
Cmiaaion was by following the procedure of submitting written comment8 and
observation8 by a certain date.

4 4 . In conclusion, he stressed that all the proposals he had just made were in
line with the cecomnendations  of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee,
especially recommendations 5 and 9, as well as with proposals and statement8 made
by representatives of many delegation8 belonging to different groups. There was no
lack of good ideas aimed at making the Committee~a  work more efficient. Pechapt;
the point at issue was merely a matter of co-ordinating what was already in the
spirit of all delegations. At all events, in his delegation's view, the time had
~~IKI to act in order to steer the work of the Committee and the Commission along a
more efficient path.

4 5 . Mr. KULGV  (Bulgaria) said that by submitting two completed drafts to the
General Assembly, the International Law Commission had fully complied with the
recommendations contained in General Assembly resolution 40/75. The good results
achieved were due largely to the very sound organisation of the Commission’s work
and to its correct identification of priority issues and topics. It was to be
hcped that in setting priority topics during its next mandate the Commission would
be guided by the same criteria. A differentiated approach to the various topics,
taking due account of the specific nature of the subject-matter, was fully
justified and should be pursued in the further consideration of the draft articles
submitted by the Commission. It would be reasonable, for example, if the time
allowed for the submission of comments, observations and replies by Government8
ware determined in the light of the complexity of the subject-matter. In that
connection, he wondered whether the time-limit set for comment8 on the topic of
jurisdictional immunities was not rather short. The topic encompassed more than
any other the relationship and interdependence between internal and international
law. Its scope of application was extremely wide and its study implied a difficult
procedure of internal co-ordination among numerous State organs and organizations.
For those reasons, Governments should be allowed at least until 1 January 1989 in
order to make an in-depth study of the draft articles. The same considerations  did
not apply to Lhe topic of the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic
bag not accompanied by diplcmatic  courier, where the procedure for internal
co-ordination was less complicated because diplomatic courier service was, as a
rule, 8 service of each country's ministry of foreign affairs. The draft articles
had no bearing on basic principles and norms of international law or on basic
attributes of the State and its, sovereignty. Hence the deadline of 1Januacy 1988
appeared in that particular case to be a realistic and acceptable one.

4 6 . With regard to the question of jurisdictional immunities of State8 and their
property, he recalled that, as stated at a number of previous sessions, his
delegation was unable to accept as correct the approach adopted in drafting the
text. Inits view, the draft articles should have been based on the generally
rscognized  principle of absolute immunity of States and should have dealt only with
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a limited nut her of exceptions acceptable to a broad majority of States, leaving it
to the discretion of State8 to decide on the queetion of waiving their imnunity in
each specific case. Inetead, the draft articles contained 50 large a number of
exception5 to the principle of State immunity from jurisdiction as to turn that
principle into juridical fiction. Although some of the draft articles had been
improved as a result of discussion in the Comrr'seion, the picture as a whole had
not changed, and his delegation's misgiving5 were further confirmed by the fact
that the draft appeared to be !$nsed largely on the legislations of a limited number
of developed Western States.

47. Since his Government intended to submit its comments in writing after closer
study of the draft, he would confine himself to making only a few preliminary
cemar ke. His delegation failed to understand the logic of draft article 19 since
it did not coneider that an arbitration agreement between a Government and a
natural or juridical person automatically implied waiving State immunity from
jurisdiction even in the cases referred to in the text. On the contrary, an
arbitration agreement meant that the State concerned did not consent to waive its
immunity from jurisdiction in any disputes that might arise, but accepted
arbitration as a way of settling them out of court. His delegation also had
difficulty with draft article5 18, 21, and 23 in which the scope of the term
*property intended for u5e by the State for commercial (non-governmental) purpose5"
was tre,ated rather broadly. The pcrrsibility  of defining the scope of that term
while avoiding conflict with the State's discretionary authority to determine the
purposes for which it chose to use its property appeared doubtful.

40. Turning to the question of the status of the diplunatic courier and the
diplomatic bag not accompanied by diplomatic courier, he noted with satisfaction
that compromise decisions had been reached on the limited number of ieeuee which
had given rise to difficulties. The few issues still outstanding, such as that
relating to the inviolability of the bag (art. 28), would doubtless be resolved on
the occasion of the final adoption of the text by government repKe8entative5. In
his delegation's view, that adoption could take place within the framework of the
Sixth Committee after the expfry of the deadline for the submission of written
comment5  by Governments on 1January  1988.

49. For the present he would confine himself to reiterating his delegation'5 view
that the total inviolability of the bag implied and aimed above all at ensuring the
full inviolability of the bag'8 contents. That wa5 a fundamental and substantive
guarantee of the State’s freedom  of cvmmunication  with its missions abroad.
Accordingly, it was necessary to provide that the bag should not be opened and
should be exempt from examination through electronic or other technical devices,
including inspection fran a distance. His delegation would find it difficult to
accept a chime concerning the diplapatic  bag different from that envisaged in the
Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. The possibility of opening the bag in
the presence of the representative of the sending State and returning it to the
place of origin was provided for only in the Vienna Convention on COneUlaK
Relation8 and not in the other three universal convention8 in the field of
diplomatic law. Any deviation frcm the regime  established by the Vienna Convention
on Diplomatic Relations would be a backward step.
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51). His delegallion was not entirely eatisfied  with the text of draft article 32,
which failed to express with sufficient clarity the idea that the articles should
be viewed as complementing the existing norme of international law in the field of
diplomatic and consular law in its capacity a5 special law. In that connection, he
emphasized  that the future instrument baaed on the draft articles should be adopted
in the form of a convention finalizing  the process of codification and progreeeive
development of diplanatic and consular law and filling the existing gap5 in the
status of the diplomatic COUCieK  and diplomatic bag. Lastly, referring to draft
article 33, he said that although his delegation would have preferred the
establishment of a coherent, uniform and generally acknowledged KhghB for all
categorien of couriers and bags based on the Vienna Convention on Diplanatic
Relations, the Convention on Special Missione and the Convention on the
Representation of States in their Relations with International Organizations  of a
Universal Character, it was prepared to endorse the approach reflected in the
article. However, the possibility of adopting a flexible approach should not be
construed one-sidedly; States should have the option of using and applying the
weaker K&liIIIC  in respect of all categories of cOuKicK5  and baga or, vice versa, of
applying the regime  providing for a wider scope of privileges and immunities to all
categories of courier5 and bags, including coneular ones. As was known, the legal
regime normally applied to the diplomatic courier and dipiomatic  bag in the narrow
sense was frequently adopted on a bilateral basis in the practice of coneular
relations among States.

51. Mr. AL-KBASAWNEH (Jordan), commenting on the work of the International Law
Commission in general, recalled that tne Commission had been unable to give
adequate consideration to certain topic5 at its 1986 session, not only becauee the
duration of the session had been reduced, but also becauee the Commission'5 agenda
was overcrowded. His delegation therefore felt the Commission should not consider
more than two or three topics per session. He agreed with the Commission's view
that its documentation should not be cut back, but found it difficult to concur
with the categocization of the summary records of the Commission’s meetings a5
tcavaux prCparatoire5. The fact that the draft articles constituting the basic
proposal were negotiated by individual5 acting in their personal capacity limited
the extent to which they could be relied upon to ascertain the intention of the
legislators, who were government repreeentatives  at a plenipotentiary conference.

52. Turning to chapter II of the report, on juri5dictional  immunities of States
and their property, he wished to make preliminary comments on the draft articles
adopted in first reading, on which his Government would later comment in detail.
The task of the Special Rappocteur had not been easy. The difficulties inherent in
attempting to translate varying and sometimes divergent State practice into a
single uniform international instrument could not be ovecatated. One example,
referred to in the commentary to part IV, was that mea5ures of constraint known in
the practice of States varied considerably and, aa such,  it would be difficult, if
not impossible, to find a term which covered each and every possible method or
mea5ure  of constraint in all legal systems. That difficulty wa5 compounded by the
fact that in the absence of decisions by international tribunal8 and given the
scarcity of diplomatic practice, such varying practice5 had, of necessity,  to
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provide the main part of the source material for the codification and pcoqreesive
development of the law of State immunity. The Special Bapporteur'e  eucceafi in
producing the draft articles adopted in first reading wan therefore all the more
impressive.

53. Another feature of the draft article6  was the frequent resort to compromise a8
a means of reconciling not only conflicting State interests hut also doctrinal
differences. There were instances in the draft where compromise wan justifiable
and useful. Thu13, for example, the more liberal regime for the enjoyment of State
immunity from measures of constraint in pact IV wa8 justified by the reference, in
paragraph (2) of the commentary to article 21, to the fact that the practice of
States had evidenced several theories in support of immunity from execution as
separate from and not interconnected with immunity from jurisdiction. The
different treatment for part IV was also justifiable from another angle, namely the
need to protect developing countries from the growing practice of private litigant0
seeking eatiefaction through the attachment of property owned by those countries.
From a third angle, the liberal tbgime in part IV was justifiable because part IV
took care of the needs of a group of States  and was therefore part of an overall
balance, although there might be disagreement as to whether pact IV couid Of itself
cedreea  the imbalance in other patte. But it was an example of a case in which
comprom#e  was permiasibler it did not undermine the logical conuistency of the
draft .

54. By contrast, the Commiseion's attempt to treat the doctrine that immunity was
a unitary rule carrying within it its own limitation ae a comptomiee between the
doctrine that immunity was an exception to the principle of territorial sovereignty
and the doctrine that immunity was a general rule of international law was an
example of compromise that could only lead to confusion without solving any
problem,y. Be felt uneaey about the notion of compromise on doctrine, which by its
very nature did not lend itmelf to compromise. Attempts at doctrinal compraniee
wece in reality nothing more than attempter to brush the problem aeide in the hope
that the resulting logical inconeietency would not manifest itself in specific
pcoviaions. But the draft articles presented two instances of peteiatent
differences within the Commission attrihutahle to doctrinal disagreement. The
first was the title of part III, as evidenced bv the phrases in square brackets,
"limitatione  on" and "exceptions to". 'he second was the inclusion in equare
brackets of the words “and the relevant rules of qeneral  international law" in
article 6. The problem of the words  in square bracketu had also been seen as the
coneequence of the "dichotomy' approach on the one hand and the "grey zone"
approach on the other. Aa the representative of the Netherlands had argued, the
problem arose from the difficulty of obtaining agreement between States on the
dividing line between acta juse imperil, in which case immunity should be given,
and acta jure gestionis, in which case it should be denied. The fact that it wan
unrealintic  to expect such agreement left a grey zone which should be regulated by
the inclusion of the phrase "and the relevant rule8 of international law".
However, he was not totally convinced by that arqument. An approach haaed on
strict dichotomy wan impoeeible in practice becauee even if agreement between
Statea on the dividinq line could be obtained, there would always be room for
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different interpretation in good faith, in addition to the fact that it would be
impomsible to elaborate the aream to which that dichotomy would apply. However,
what warn  at immue warn whether the draft should openly provide for the development
of other rules, which, given the divergent trends of national legimlation, would
mean in practice that the twilight zone would be enlarged , ultimately endangering
the force of the draft, or whether the draft should be the central point and
standard which would regulate the law of Stats irudtinity.

55. With regard to article 21, he w.uld prefer the phrame in square bracketm  "or
property in which it ham a legally protected interest" to be umed, fat the reamonm
mentioned by the reprementative of Jamaica. There was perhaps a need to include in
the draft an interpretative proviBion concerning the term "property".

56. On the subject of interpretative provisions, he wondered whether paragraph 1
of article 3 warn not tautoloqical. Paragraph 2 of that article raised a number of
auestions. It provided that the primary test for determining whether a contract
warn commercial was the nature of that contract. That reflected the philomophical
starting-point that when a movereign trades, he should submit to the rules  of the
market. On the other hand, the “purpose* test, which was given only a secondary
role in determining whether a contract warn commercial , was a reflection of the
other, equally legitimate, starting-point that the protection and advancement of
the welfare of the people warn a manifestation of imperium. film deleqation believed
that a fairer balance between those opposing mtarting-points could be struck by
giving equal weight to the two tests of "purpome"  and "nature", although that would
make the livem of judges asked to interpret the draft infinitely more difficult.

57. The second point he wished to make on article 3, paragraph 2, warn that what
warn  referred to am the "practice" of the State warn a misnomer in the came of the
socio-economic mymtem under which the State concluded commercial contracts am part
of ite public functionm. The Commimmion might therefore wish to re-examine the
article in second reading. In any event, the confusion caused by the reference to
"that State- should be clarified hy referring to the practice of the State claiming
imnunity.

58. The topic of the statue of the diplomatic ctrurier  and the diplomatic bag not
accompanied by diplomatic courier warn, in contrast, limited and well-defined. The
main purpose warn to emtahlimh a coherent and uniform cigime in that area. An
optional declaration, ae envisaged in article 33, would lead to a plurality of
r&gimes and thus defeat the purpome of the codification exercise. There warn ala0 a
risk that it might be umed by a State Party to any of the four Qnventionm  On
diplomatic and consular relatione to free itself from or amend its obliqationB
under thome Conventionm.

59. Article 31 on non-recognition of Statem or Governments or absence of
diplunatic  or conmular  relations warn unacceptable am currently drafted. It
appeared to be a cemult of the Commiaaion'm  inability to give adequate
consideration to certain topice for lack of time. Him delegation urged the
Commission to te-examine the article in second reading in order to reflect the
Commiemion*s  intention, which warn the exact opposite of what warn convey4 hy the
article am currently worded.
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60. The word- in sauare brackets in article 28, paragraph 1, appeared to be
unnecessary. The inviolability of the haq was already covered in a moKe specific
way by the words “the diplomatic bag shall not be opened or detained' in that
article and by article 30 on protective measures in case of force majeure or other
CiKCumutancee-

61. Article 28, paragraph 2, KaiBed a number of questionm  which should be
clacified  in mecond  reading. FiCBtly, the protection envimaqed should apply to all
hags icrempective of whether they were consular or diplomatic. Secondly, a strong
came could he made that the interemts of the transit State were normally lemm
likely to be affected by the bag in transit than those of the receivinq State and
that therefore the rights of the transit State should not be put on a par with
those of the receiving State. Thirdly, although him delegation understood the
motive for the provision of an extra measure of security by examining the bag
through electronic and other technical devices, and realired  that it wan only an
option, it was uneasy ahout  the possibility of such scanning endanqering the
conEidentiality  of diplomatic correspondence. However, that pomBibility  should not
be over-dcamatized and he felt it would not be too difficult to find a solution tQ
the problem in second reading. There was merit in the idea expressed by the
representative  of the Philippines at the 32nd meetinq that receivinq States which
proved to be mistaken concerning the contents of the baq, reqardlems  of the means
used to discover its contents, should perhap  make amends to the sending State.

62. There was Some  ritgk that because of the reference to the relevant rules of
international law with respect to State immunities and to an optional declaration
with cespect to the status of the diplomatic  courier and hag,  the CommiBmion'B  work
on thoma two topics might lead completely away from the main objective of the
pKa'eSm  Of the codification and progressive development of international law, which
waB to qive coherence pnd uniformity to cuutomacy rulea or to rulem contained in
different inetruments. That objective should therefore he borne in mind hy the
Commimsion  when it took up those draftm in uecond rendinq.

AGENDA ITEM  124:
(A/C.6/41/L.2)

PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BETWEEN STATES (continued)

63. Mr. KALINKIN
R~IISO~S Of draft

(Secretary of the Committee) announced that Ghana had joined the
resolution A/C.6/4l/L.2.

The meeting rose at 5.40 p.m--


